The Five Pits Trail
Walkers, cyclists and horse riders can all enjoy the countryside of the Five Pits Trail. Follow the 5.5 mile off-road
surfaced route from Grassmoor Country Park to Tibshelf Ponds or extend your route to 7.5 miles by exploring the
route through Williamthorpe Ponds and Holmewood Woodlands.
The trail mostly follows the route of the Great Central Railway. Since the large collieries and smaller pits along the
railway closed, the landscape has changed dramatically. Parts of the land were opencast and
most of the original railway line removed.

Holmewood Sculpture
Funded by the Young Roots Heritage Lottery Fund, students from
Deincourt School worked with artists from Gotham-D to design
this sculpture. Using metal, stone and wood, the sculpture shows
leaves and keys (seeds) and takes its inspiration from both the
natural and industrial heritage of the area.

Now you will find a rolling trail that has some long steep slopes. This may limit some people's access in places - look for
the 'steep slope' symbols on the map. There are no stiles or steps and you will find seats along the way to stop, rest and
enjoy the views. Look out for the information boards with large site maps showing some of the heritage and wildlife along
the trail.

Walking Routes

Mansfield Road

Williamthorpe
Ponds
This network of ponds,
reedbeds, mature and
developing woodland
makes it an important
area for wildlife.
Over 190 different
species of bird
have been
recorded
here.

Walkers can explore the surrounding landscape on Public Rights of Way by following one of the Five
Pits Trail Circular Walks. These walks are between 2.5 and 5.5 miles in length and each walk is waymarked
with a coloured disc.
Waymarked foopath links also exist from the Five Pits Trail:- from Holmewood Woodlands to historic
Stainsby (1.5 miles) and on to Hardwick Hall (3 miles) or from Williamthorpe Ponds to Heath village
(0.75 miles) and on to the Stockley Trail to reach Carr Vale Nature Reserve (2.5 miles).
It is recommended that visitors use the Ordnance Survey Explorer map Sheet 269 to gain maximum
enjoyment from the countryside around the Five Pits Trail.
A selection of Walk for Health leaflets are available from Clay Cross Countryside Centre.
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Grassmoor Country Park
An ideal starting point for exploring the trail.
The park is a mix of grassland and woodland
with two former colliery ponds. This mosaic
of habitats makes the park a great place to
spot wildlife.
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Holmewood Woodlands
Once the Holmewood Colliery, now you can explore the
woodlands, try out the Trim Trail and follow the links to
Stainsby and the Hardwick Estate.
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Tibshelf Ponds
This area of woodland, meadows and pretty ponds at
the Southern end of the Trail is an ideal place for short
walks and picnics. Or you can go further afield and follow
the links to the Silverhill Trail and onto the Pleasley Trails
Network. With horse box parking and a specially designed
'gallop', Tibshelf is a perfect starting point for exploring
the trail on horseback.
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Locko Plantation
This is an important local bird
and wildlife reserve. Woodland
management here is improving
and creating more diverse
habitats for wildlife.

Tibshelf
Ponds
Multi User Trail (walkers, cyclists, horseriders)
Astwith Walk (Blue disc) 5.5 miles
North Wingfield Walk (Brown disc) 3 miles
Pilsley Walk (Red disc) 3 miles
Tibshelf Walk (Purple disc) 2.5 miles without stiles for easier access
Footpath links
Steep Slopes
Pub/ Refreshments
Parking
Bus stop - Regular service close to trail, for details contact Traveline
Picnic area
Fishing - Contact the Countryside Centre for site angling information
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All maps are based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her
Majesty’s Stationery Office. © Crown Copyright. Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown Copyright and may lead to prosecution
or civil proceedings. Derbyshire County Council 100023251 2009.
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